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HEIM ON DESIRE ASCRIPTIONS (AND OTHER THINGS) 
 
1. Presupposition Projection 
 

The central problem of the paper is to give an account of ‘presupposition projection’ for 
attitude sentences. I.e., given that ‘Patrick sells his cello’ presupposes that Patrick owns a 
cello, what follows about the presuppositions of ‘Patrick wants to sell his cello’?  
 

One might think that this presupposes the same thing, but the following seems fine. 
 

(1) Patrick is under the misconception that he owns a cello, and he wants to sell his 
cello.  

 

So the natural hypothesis, which Heim aims to support, is that the ‘wants’ sentence 
presupposes not that Patrick actually owns a cello, but simply that he believes that he 
does.  
 

Thus, in general, Karttunen hypothesized that non-factive propositional attitude verbs 
(e.g., believe, think, expect, fear, intend, suspect, assume, hope) satisfy the following. 
 

(2) If σ is a verb of propositional attitude, then a context c satisfies the 
presuppositions of ‘ασφ’ only if Bα(c) satisfies the presuppositions of φ; where 
Bα(c) is the set of beliefs attributed to α in c.  

 

This, together with the natural rule for ‘and’ (c satisfies the presuppositions of ‘φ and ψ’ 
iff (i) c satisfies the presuppositions of φ, and (ii) the context that results from c by the 
assertion of φ satisfies the presuppositions of ψ) explains why (1) presupposes nothing.  
 

(We do then need an explanation of why ‘Patrick sells his cello’ seems to presuppose that 
Patrick actually owns one. Karttunen’s suggestion is that this is done via a conversation 
principle to the effect that the default assumption is that the subject shares the beliefs of 
the speaker. Thus, if the (hypothesized) presuppositions of the sentence are satisfied, then 
it is natural to assume that this is in virtue of the speakers tacit assumption that Patrick 
shares his beliefs.)  
 

Heim’s aim, essentially, is to find semantics for attitude verbs that vindicate Karttunen’s 
hypothesis. And along the way, she gives an interesting account of desire ascriptions 
(which is of course the connection to what we have been thinking about in this seminar).  
 
2. Context Change Semantics 
 

She uses the framework of ‘context change semantics’, which identifies the meaning of a 
sentence with its ‘context change potential’ (CCP); i.e., with a function from contexts to 
contexts. Contexts, in turn, are identified with sets of possible worlds. On this approach, 
if a sentence presupposes p, then the meaning of the sentence (i.e., its CCP, its function 
from contexts to contexts) will only be defined on contexts that entail p (i.e., contexts 
such that p is true at every member of the context). ‘c + φ’ is the context that results from 
applying the CCP of φ to c.  
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Some examples: 
 

(3) For any context c, c + it is raining = {w ∈ c: it is raining in w}. 
(4) c + John’s cat is hungry is defined iff c ⊆ {w: John has a unique cat in w}; 

where defined, c + John’s cat is hungry = {w ∈ c: John has a hungry cat in w}.  
(5) c + not φ is defined iff c + φ is, in which case c + not φ = c\(c + φ).  

 
3. Belief Reports 
 

The basic idea behind the proposed account of belief reports is Hintikka’s: John believes 
that p is true iff p is true in each of John’s doxastically accessible worlds (i.e., every 
world compatible with S’s beliefs).  
 
Thus, let DoxJ(w) = the set of worlds that conform to what John believes in w. We want 
an account of belief sentences that yields: 
 

(6) For any c, c + John believes that it is raining = {w ∈ c: for every w' ∈ DoxJ(w), it 
is raining in w}.  

 

Or, in the framework of context change semantics: 
 

(7) For any c, c + John believes that it is raining = {w ∈ c: DoxJ(w) + it is raining = 
same} 

 

(i.e., {w ∈ c: DoxJ(w) + it is raining = DoxJ(w)}.) 
 
More generally, we want: 
 

(8) For any c, c + α believes φ = {w ∈ c: Doxα(w) + φ = same}.  
 

But this means that the CCP of ‘α believes φ’ is defined on c only if the CCP of φ is 
defined on Doxα(w) for each w ∈ c. Thus: 
 

(9) For any context c, 
[c + α believes φ is defined iff Doxα(w) + φ is defined for each w ∈ w]. 
Where defined, c + α believes φ = {w ∈ c: Doxα(w) + φ = same}. 

 

This then predicts an instance of Karttunen’s hypothesis: i.e., that if φ presupposes p, then 
α believes φ will presuppose that α believes p.  
 
This then explains (e.g.) why the following presupposes nothing: 
 

(10) John believes that Mary is here, and he believes that Susan is here too.  
 

(Actually it doesn’t quite (I don’t think?), but leave that aside…) 
 
4. Desire Reports 
 

How, then, do things work with ‘wants’ sentences? In this case, the ‘Hintikkian’ 
suggestion is that we simply replace doxastic accessibility with ‘buletic’ accessibility, 
where a world w is buletically accessible for John iff it conforms to what John wants. 
Thus, corresponding to (9), we would get: 
 

(11) For any context c, 
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[c + α wants φ is defined iff Bulα(w) + φ is defined for each w ∈ w]. 
Where defined, c + α wants φ = w ∈ c: Bulα(w) + φ = same}. 

 

This account then gives very different predictions from Karttunen’s hypothesis. It 
predicts (correctly) that (12) presupposes nothing, but not that (13) presupposes nothing.  
 

(12) John wants Fred to come, and he wants Jim to come too.  
(13) John believes that Mary is coming, and he wants Susan to come too.  

 

(Are there also issues here related to Fara’s problem of underspecification? And see 
below for further problems Heim raises for this Hintikkian account.) 
 
In any case, Heim wants to give an account of ‘wants’ that gives the correct predication 
in the case of believe-want sequences (such as (13)).  
 

Her basic idea is that John wants you to leave means that John thinks that if you leave 
then he will be in a more desirable world than if you don’t leave. Or, more explicitly: 
 

(14) α wants φ is true in w iff 
for every w' ∈ Doxα(w): 
every φ-world maximally similar to w' is more desirable to α in w than 
any non-φ-world maximally similar to w'.  

 

Note that for any w' one of these sets will be {w'}, and so this is equivalent to: either φ is 
true in w' and w' is more desirable than its nearest non-φ-alternatives, or φ is false in w' 
and w' is less desirable that its nearest φ-alternatives.  
 
One advantage (independently of presupposition projection issues) over (11) is that we no 
longer get the prediction that if φ entails ψ, and α wants φ, then α wants ψ. E.g., 
‘Nicholas wants a free trip on Concorde’ vs ‘Nicholas wants a trip on Concorde’.  
 
(11) also gives a bad account of ‘Irene Heim wants to teach on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
next semester’. (Since in some of her buletically accessible worlds she does not teach at 
all next semester; but this is not true of any of the worlds that are doxastically accessible 
for her.)  
 
In the framework of context change semantics, (14) becomes: 
 

(15) c + α wants φ =  
{w ∈ c: for every w' ∈ Doxα(w), 
Simw'(Doxα(w) + φ) <α,w Simw'(Doxα(w) + not φ)}, 

 

where Simw(p) = set of p-worlds maximally similar to w; and X <α,w Y means that, in w, 
α prefers every world in Y to every world in X.  
 
(This then clearly generates the relevant instance of Karttunen’s hypothesis.) 
 
As Heim notes, however, there are problems with the account as stated.  
 

One problem is that if α believes φ, or α believes not φ, then it will follow trivially that α 
wants φ and α wants not φ. (Because in this case one of Doxα(w) + φ or Doxα(w) + not φ 
will be Ø.)  
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Heim handles this by saying that Simw(p) is defined only if p ≠ Ø (i.e., she adds an 
additional presupposition; namely, that ‘α wants φ’ presupposes that α believes neither φ 
nor its negation.)  
 

But this then leads to further problems: ‘I want this weekend to last forever’ or ‘(John 
hired a babysitter because) he wants to go to the movies tonight’. (Heim discusses these 
but does not propose a full solution.)  
 
5. Assessing the Account of Desire 
 

Consider, first, Fara’s problem of underspecification. I.e., what does Heim’s account say 
about examples like ‘Fiona wants to catch a fish’ and ‘Charlotte wants some 
champagne’? 
 
It seems to give the wrong truth-conditions for the former. For, surely this sentence can 
be true in a situation in which Fiona has not ruled out the possibility that all she catches 
(on her fishing expedition) is a minnow; and also in which she would regard this as no 
better than catching nothing. But Heim’s account predicts that the sentence should be 
false in such a situation. 
 

For, let w be such a situation, and let w' ∈ DoxF(w) be a world in which Fiona catches a 
minnow (and nothing else). Then (14) requires: 
 

• Simw'(Doxα(w) + Fiona catches a fish) <F,w Simw'(Doxα(w) + not Fiona catches a 
fish)}. 

 

But this does not hold: because the first set is {w'}, and the second contains worlds just 
like w' but in which Fiona catches nothing; and we are supposing that Fiona does not 
prefer such worlds to w'.  
 
For a related issue, what about ‘John wants to buy a lottery ticket’, or ‘Mary wants to go 
for a walk’? 
 

In the first case, it seems that this can be true even if John does not prefer doxastically 
accessible worlds at which he buys a lottery ticket and loses to their nearest alternatives 
at which he does not buy a ticket at all. (And of course he does not believe that if he buys 
a ticket it will win.) 
 
Similarly, in the second case, it seems that the sentence can be true even if Mary only 
hopes (rather than believes) that it will not rain (and where she prefers no-walk-rain 
worlds to their nearest walk-rain alternatives).  
 
An alternative possible worlds account would say something like α has a preference 
ranking of worlds, and ‘α wants φ’ is true iff there is some point in this ranking beyond 
which all relevant worlds are φ-worlds.  
 

This might give a better account of these counterexamples at least. (But no doubt this 
account has other issues…! What, for example, about the Concorde sentences?) 
 
Conflicting desires? (Cf. Fara’s paper again.) 


